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Theory questions
1. Answers may be given in either Swedish or English. Write all your answers in one text file

and submit as assignment 1.
(a) [1p]Why won’t the program compile if A::operator delete is a private member of A in

the following example?

int main()
{

A* a = new A{};
// explicitly not deleting 'a'

}

(b) [1p]What is copy elision?
(c) [1p]How does ADL (argument dependent lookup) come into play here?

#include <iostream>
int main()
{

std::cout << "Hello World!" << std::endl;
}

(d) [1p]Give an example of a scoped enum declaration.
(e) [1p]What does it mean if a function has the strong exception guarantee?
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Practical questions

2. [5p]You are about to host a dinner party for your friends. You have a selection of various
foods such as pizzas, pizza rolls and salads. As with all people, your friends have various
preferences when it comes to food and being a good host you want to accomodate all of
your friends if possible. You have four types of friends; those who eat everything, those
who love pizza but dislike pizza rolls, those who love salad, and those who are vegetarians.
Your assignment is to create class hierarchies of the various foods and guests at your dinner
party. The following classes should be implemented:

Food abstract base class of all food items. This class contains a name and a pure virtual
function is_vegetarian.

Pizza dervied class of Food which stores a bool that determines whether or not this is a
vegetarian pizza. This class must override is_vegetarian such that it will return the
bool variables value.

Pizza_Roll is exactly the same as Pizza with the exception that this class appends the
word “roll” after the name.

Salad Derived class of Food which overrides is_vegetarian such that it always returns
true.

Guest base class of all guest types. Contains the name of the guest, a virtual function
prefer which takes an object of type Food and returns true and a function eat which
takes a Food object and prints a message whether or not the guest prefers that food.
The message should have the following format: <name of guest> eat <name of food>.
if the guest prefers the food and <name of guest> does not want <name of food>.
if the guest does not prefer the food.

Salad_Lover derived class of Guest which overrides prefer such that it returns true
only when the supplied Food-parameter is of type Salad.

Pizza_Lover derived class of Guest which overrides prefer such that it returns true if
the Food-parameter is exactly of type Pizza, otherwise it should return false.

Vegetarian derived class of Guest which overrides prefer such that it returns true only
when is_vegetarian() is true for the given Food-parameter.

There is a skeleton for a test program given in given_files/program2.cc.
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3. [5p]Iterators have quite a wide range of applications. Iterators can be used to iterate over
containers (the usual case), but they can also be used to perform some kind of operations
over containers, one element at a time.
In this assignment you are to implement a class called fold which stores a container, a binary
operator and some initial value. fold will then provide an iterator range with iterators of
type fold_iterator through the member functions begin() and end(). Dereferencing
fold_iterator will return the sum of all elements from the beginning of the range up to
and including the current element that the iterator points to. This sum should by default
be calculated using operator+, but the user should be able to specify their own binary
operator to be used instead.
The sum will start at some initial value which can be specified by the user and should have
a default value (should correspond to a default initialized element in the container).
fold should have two template-parameters; the type of a container and the type of a binary
operator. The binary operator should have the default type std::plus<T> where T is the
type of elements in the container.
The constructor of fold should take three parameters; a container reference, an initial value
and an instance of a binary operator function object. Both the initial value and the binary
operator should have default values, i.e. the constructor should be possible to call with
either 1, 2 or 3 parameters.
fold should contain two functions begin() and end() which returns fold_iterators cor-
responding to the begin and end of the container.
fold_iterator must be a ForwardIterator, with both post- and prefix increment opera-
tors, ==, != and a derefence operator which returns the value type of the iterator (should
correspond to the type of the elements in the original container). Note that operator-> is
not required in this assignment.
If everything is implemented correctly, then the following code should output 1 3 6 10.

vector<int> container{1,2,3,4};
for (auto p : fold{container}) {

cout << p << " ";
}

A test program is given in given_files/program3.cc.
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4. [5p]In this assignment, it’s extra important for you to use the standard library in a good way.
To get full marks, use the correct algorithm for the given task – std::for_each is not a
valid solution for all tasks and you won’t need any handwritten loops.
The given file has a simple function to test if a value is a prime number and a simple type
alias called num_type.
Your task is to create a program that generates a random number with its prime factors by
using following the algorithm below.

1. Create a vector<num_type> with space for 10 elements
2. Fill the vector with random values in the range [2, 75]

3. Remove (with the help of the given is_prime function) the numbers that aren’t prime
numbers

4. Sort the remaining values
5. Print the remaining numbers to standard output
6. Calculate the product of the remaining numbers
7. Print the product to standard output

A function is_prime() that checks if a number is prime is given in given_files/program4.cc.
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5. [5p]In this assignment you are to implement a template function prompt() which takes an
arbitrary type T as template-parameter and an std::istream& as function-parameter.
The template function prompt() should read a value of type T from the supplied std::istream
and then return said value.
The behaviour of prompt() should change if T is a:

std::string then it should read the entire line (using std::getline()) and return the read
string;

Container then it should read individual values from the stream and push them to the back
of the container. These values should be read as long as it is possible i.e. something
along the lines of:

while (is >> value)
container.push_back(value);

Partial credits will be given if only the T and std::string specializations are implemented.
There are some testcases and a general implementation of prompt() in given_files/program5.cc.
Hint: Create a template class/function prompt_helper and use this one to create all the
possible specializations. If you are having trouble that the compiler chooses the wrong
overload, try to add an extra argument to prompt_helper.


